
Refrigerating units, gastronomy equipment and cryogenic devices

Local requirements - Cryochamber

2-3 people Cryochamber can be placed in a separate room, which should not be smaller than

 L x B x H = 4,5 x 3,5 x 2,6 m. 

4-5 people Cryochamber can be placed in a separate room, which should not be smaller than 

L x B x H = 5,5 x 4,0 x 2.6 m.

There must be a power supply next to the chambers room and it should have 230V/50Hz and 

power of 4.0 kW. It is suggested not to place any swimming polls or any other hydro devices 

which could increase the humidity, next to the chamber. There should be a non-slippery 

carpeting on the floor where the chamber is placed. We recommend to make a floor heating 

right in front of the chamber. If there is no floor heating, then JUKA will produce a cryogenic 

chamber with a heating plate underneath the chamber‘s floor. 

There also should be a floor drain in the chambers’ technical room place. It’s eventual lack 

must be discussed with JUKA.

In the building’s wall, directly behind the technical room of the chamber must be performed : 

- 2 holes of diameter equal 130 mm /or one in diameter of 150x300mm/ which will be 

used for chamber ventilation and used nitrogen exhaust. It’s place must be discussed with 

JUKA, 

- external hole in diameter of about  10cm , to conduct the cryogenic pipeline 

installation connecting the chamber and the cryogenic tank.

There should be a mechanical ventilation with a proper multiplicity of air swaps in the 

chambers’ room /minimum 6 times per hour/.
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Refrigerating units, gastronomy equipment and cryogenic devices

2-3 people Cryochamber technical parameters

 CRYOCHAMBER DIMENSIONS
1. External cryochamber dimensions

- Width    /with cabin doors closed/
- Depth    / with a technical room/
- Height complete 

2500
2500
2600

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

2. Weight of unit   /cabin + one person/ ~1500 [kg]
CRYOCHAMBER ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS 

4. Nominal electrical power usage. 16 [A]
5. Power supply 230~/1/50 [V/Hz]

CRYOCHAMBER TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
6. Temperature range in a main room -100-160 [0C]
7. Temperature range in an initial room -40 -80 [0C]
8. Producers suggested temperature in the main room        - 120 [0C]
9. Producers suggested temperature in the initial room -60 [0C]

10. Freezing time of the chamber – nitrogen/liquid air ~15/10 [min]
11. Treatment time range in the main and initial room  13 [min]
12. Automatic drying time of the Cryochamber Up to 120 [min]

NOMINAL USE OF NITROGEN*
13. Freezing of the chamber  nitrogen  50 [kg]
14. In session duration  1.0 [kg/min]
(*) Not including connection installation with cryogenic liquid nitrogen container. 
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Refrigerating units, gastronomy equipment and cryogenic devices

4-5 People Cryochamber technical specification :

CRYOCHAMBER DIMENSIONS
1. External cryochamber dimensions

- Width    /with cabin doors closed/
- Depth    / with a technical room/
- Height complete    

3300
5200
2600

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

2. Weight of unit   /cabin + one person/ ~2000 [kg]
CRYOCHAMBER ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS 

4. Nominal electrical power usage. 16 [A]
5. Power supply 230~/1/50 [V/Hz]

CRYOCHAMBER TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
6. Temperature range in a main room -100-160 [0C]
7. Temperature range in an initial room -40 -80 [0C]
8. Producers suggested temperature in the main room        - 140 [0C]
9. Producers suggested temperature in the initial room -60 [0C]

10. Freezing time of the chamber – nitrogen/liquid air ~15/10 [min]
11. Treatment time range in the main and initial room  13 [min]
12. Automatic drying time of the Cryochamber Up to 120 [min]

NOMINAL USE OF NITROGEN*
13. Freezing of the chamber  nitrogen/liquid air  50/25 [kg]
14. In session duration  1.0 [kg/min]
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